
READING WRITING ACTIVITIES ESL

Latest writing activity Text lingo. Writing consequences Â· Poems for the future Â· Writing through 'reverse reading' Â·
Postcards Â· Role-play writing Â· Creating a.

In between are two to four sentences that expand the idea, give examples, or argue a point. Instead of giving
students two options to choose from or having them fill in the blanks, why not give them a bunch of pictures
and do some matching? The team with three correct drawings in a row wins. For these students, short writing
assignments are best. This works well with newcomers of all ages who need an introduction to basic
vocabulary. Rhythmic Reading. The person that is able to find and circle it first wins a point for their team.
Register Today! To play: 1. The next day, I remove the cards and go through them one at a time and we place
them on the correct item together. But why do these types of activities in the first place? I continue this for a
few days. Fall is a beautiful season. The treasure hunt reading comprehension game does just the trick.
Reading lesson plans: Football Author: Jackie McAvoy Level: Intermediate, Upper intermediate Students
practise reading skills, including recognising style and point of view, and complete follow on activities for
speaking and writing. Each student must read one sentence or word, if you want , exactly on the beat and
pronounced correctly. You will need only the backs of those puzzles to write one word of a small story per
each piece. Hide different treasures cards, small balls and beanies in the classroom or schoolyard. The first
element of a paragraph is the topic sentence. Level: Elementary, Upper intermediate Type: General lesson plan
Students complete a series of activities based on a text about stamps and stamp collecting. The map can be
hand drawn or printed. The first group that finds their treasure wins the game. Just getting a few sentences on
the screen will be enough for many beginning students. Use the second puzzle as an example of the correct
story. When your students have completed this assignment, they will find that even beginning language
studies can have practical applications in the workplace. Then have students write a memo announcing a team
meeting, alerting their coworkers of an audit, describing a new product or any other subject that could be
related to thier business. When we think about reading comprehension materials, stories and short stories are
usually the top resources that come to our minds. When they can write a few sentences that serve a practical
purpose, they will see the progress they have made in English as well as the practical applications of that
knowledge.


